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Abstract
A frame L which is generated by a regular -frame (= cozero basis of L) is completely
regular. Its cozero part Coz L is then the largest cozero basis of L, and we characterize here
those L for which it is the only such. Further, we give a similar characterization for the nitary
analogue of this situation where regular -frames are replaced by Boolean algebras. In addition,
we consider the compactications of a frame L provided by its cozero bases and show that all
compactications are of this kind i L is pseudocompact. Finally, as an aside, we characterize the
completely regular frames with unique compactication and their zero-dimensional counterparts.
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Henriksen and Johnson [14] and Mrowka [18] showed that for a Lindelof space X ,
the ring of real-valued continuous functions C(X ) is the only algebra on X in the sense
that there is no proper subring of C(X ) which contains the constants, separates points
and closed sets and is closed under uniform convergence and inversion. In [13] Hager
and Johnson give a number of characterisations of those spaces for which C(X ) is the
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only algebra on X , including the condition that X is Lindelof or X is a one-point
compactication. The connection with cozero bases is rst mentioned by Hager [12,
4.6]. The cozero bases of (a topology of) a space X are precisely the collections of
cozero sets for the algebras on X , while the complements of these cozero sets, the
corresponding zero sets, form exactly the Wallman bases for X in the sense of Hager
[11] (see [10]). In particular then, for any Tychono space X , there is only one algebra
on X i X has only one cozero basis, and hence the latter holds i X is Lindelof or
X is a one-point compactication.
One of the main aims of this paper is to extend this result to the more general setting
of pointfree topology, that is, frames. This extension is by no means merely formal in
that the relevant Proposition 2 includes an equivalence, (1)  (3), which has no spatial
counterpart as there is no universal Lindelocation for spaces. Our second major aim is
to characterize those completely regular frames L for which all compactications arise
by a natural construction from the cozero bases of L, giving the pointfree extension of
a result of Hager [11] (Proposition 5). In addition we establish the zero-dimensional
analogue of this (Proposition 7) and characterize the completely regular frames with
unique compactication (Proposition 3) as well as the zero-dimensional compactica-
tion (Proposition 8). Here, even the spatial versions of our results in zero-dimensional
frames appear to be new.
Concerning foundations: As desirable as it may be to establish results in pointfree
topology without appeal to any choice principle (that is, Zermelo{Fraenkel set theory)
if not under even weaker assumptions, the present subject seems to require the principle
of Countable-Dependent Choice in order to ensure that frames with a cozero basis are
in fact completely regular, and we shall therefore make this assumption throughout.
In a few exceptional cases, clearly signied as such, we also appeal to the Boolean
Ultralter Theorem, but generally this is not needed which in particular makes our
proofs of (1)  (2) in Proposition 2 and (1)  (3) in Proposition 5 fundamentally
dierent from the original proofs of the corresponding spatial results.
0. Background





fa ^ t j t 2 Sg
for all a 2 L and S L, while a -frame is a bounded lattice A in which each countable
(= nite or countably innite) subset has a join such that the above distribution law
holds for any a 2 A and countable S A. Homomorphisms between these entities
are maps which preserve zero (= bottom) 0, unit (= top) e, binary meet and all
relevant joins, and Frm and Frm will be the corresponding categories. For general
facts concerning frames we refer to Johnstone [15] or Vickers [19].
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Regarding -frames, we shall need the following notions and results:
A -frame A is called
 compact if, for any countable S A; W S= e implies W T = e for some nite T  S;
 regular if each a 2 A is the join of countably many x  a where the latter means
that x ^ y = 0 and a _ y = e for some y 2 A;
 normal if a_ b= e implies there exist c and d in A such that a_ c= e= b_ d and
c ^ d= 0.
A crucial fact here is that any regular -frame is normal which in turn implies
that the relation  in A interpolates, that is, whenever x  y in A there exist z 2 A
such that x  z  y. Further, in the category RFrm of regular -frames and all their
homomorphisms, any dense homomorphism h : A ! B (a=0 if h(a)=0) is monic and
any codense homomorphism (a= e if h(a) = e) is one{one, as is the case for regular
frames.
The inclusion functor Frm ! Frm has a left adjoint: for any -frame A there is
a universal -frame homomorphism from A to frames, given by the frame HA of all
-ideals of A (
W
S 2 J for all countable S A) and the map #: A !HA taking each
a 2 A to its principal ideal [4]. In addition, HA is
 Lindelof for any A,
 compact for compact A, and
 completely regular for regular A.
We recall that a frame L is Lindelof if, for any S A; W S = e implies W T = e
for some countable T  S. The compactness assertion above follows from the fact that
HA is the quotient of the frame JA of all ideals of A given by the nucleus  which
assigns to each J 2 JA the -ideal (J ) generated by it, and that  is codense for
any compact A [4].
An important construct connected with a regular -frame A is the subframe RJA of
the frame JA consisting of the regular ideals of A, that is, the J 2 JA such that, for
any a 2 J , there exist b 2 J for which a  b. RJA is compact by the compactness of
JA and completely regular since
R(a) = fx 2 A j x  ag
is a regular ideal for each a 2 A and R(a)  R(b) in RJA whenever a  b in A.
Further, the correspondence A 7! RJA denes a functor from RFrm to the category
KRFrm of compact regular frames.
Regarding the relationship between RJA and HA for regular -frames A, we note
that the nucleus of -ideal generation on JA mentioned earlier induces an onto frame
homomorphism A : RJA!HA which is natural in A and an isomorphism i A is
compact.
Next, we turn to the cozero parts of frames. For this recall that the frame L(R) of
reals is the frame generated by the ordered pairs (p; q) of rational numbers subject to
the conditions:
(R1) (p; q) ^ (r; s) = (p _ r; q ^ s).
(R2) (p; q) _ (r; s) = (p; s) whenever p  r <q  s:
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(R3) (p; q) =
Wf(r; s) jp<r<s<qg.
(R4) e =
Wf(p; q) jp; q 2 Qg.
([7]; see Johnstone [15] for a slightly dierent description, and [5] for a recent detailed
account), and that the real-valued continuous functions on a frame L are then the
homomorphisms ’ :L(R)! L. For any such ’, its cozero element is








f(0; q) j 0<q in Qg
and the cozero part of L is
Coz L= fcoz(’) j’ :L(R)! Lg:
The latter is alternatively characterized [8] as consisting of the a 2 L which are the
join of countably many elements x  a, meaning x is completely below (or really
inside [15, p. 126]) a, or equivalently a =
W
an where an  an+1 for all n, and an
easy consequence of this is that
Coz L is a regular sub--frame of L and generates L i L is completely regular.
We note that, for any topological space X , the cozero part of the frame OX of open
subsets of X consists exactly of the usual cozero sets of X .
The correspondence L 7! Coz L is evidently functorial, and the resulting functor
Coz : Frm ! RFrm has a left adjoint, given by the functor H already encountered
earlier, with adjunction maps #: A ! Coz(HA) and W : H(Coz L) ! L. Moreover,
the rst of these is always an isomorphism while the second is an isomorphism i L
is regular Lindelof. In particular, then,
Coz andH induce an equivalence between LRFrm, the category of regular Lindelof
frames and RFrm, and




Composing the functor Coz with the functor RJ rather than with H also yields a
noteworthy result: the map
RJ(Coz L) _!L= RJ(Coz L) !H(Coz L) _!L
is natural in L and an isomorphism i L is compact completely regular, making it
the coreection map from compact completely regular frames and hence equal to the
familiar Stone{ Cech compactication L ! L [6].
A homomorphism ’ :L(R)! L is called bounded if ’(p; q)=e for some p; q 2 Q,
and L is called pseudocompact whenever all these ’ are bounded. The pseudocompact
frames L are characterized by the following equivalent conditions [8]:
(1) Any sequence (an)n2! in L such that an  an+1 for all n and
W
an=e terminates.
(2) Coz L is compact.
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(3) H(Coz L) is compact.
(4) The natural homomorphism RJ(Coz L)!H(Coz L) is an isomorphism.
An easy consequence of this, a completely regular frame is compact i it is pseudo-
compact and Lindelof.
Finally, we recall a useful result from Banaschewski [3] concerning the frame coun-
terpart of the familiar topological quotient space construction \shrinking a closed subset
to a point":
For any normal regular frame M and a 2 M ,
Ma = fx 2 M j x  a or x _ a= eg
is a regular subframe of M .
We note that the proof of this in [3] assumed that M is compact but a closer look
at the argument presented there shows that normality is already sucient. Also, the
analogous result holds for regular -frames, as does its extension, for -frames, to the
case where the condition x  a or x _ a= e is replaced by
x 2 H or x _ a= e for some a 2 H
for some -ideal H .
1. Cozero bases
Given that any regular -frame A is the cozero part of some frame, such as HA, it
is natural to adopt the following terminology:
Denition 1. For any frame L, a cozero basis of L is a regular sub--frame of L which
generates L.
We note that a frame has a cozero basis i it is completely regular: as mentioned
earlier, any completely regular frame L is generated by Coz L so that the latter is a
cozero basis of L; conversely, if a frame L has a cozero basis A then it is completely
regular because a  b in A implies a  b. Consequently, we shall assume that all
frames considered here are completely regular.
The obvious cozero basis Coz L of L is otherwise distinguished by the fact that any
cozero basis A of a frame L is contained in Coz L. For any a 2 A, a 2 W an where
an  a for all n= 1; 2; : : : by regularity and since the latter implies an  a it follows
that a 2 Coz L.
While any frame thus has a largest cozero basis the dual of this is false as we shall
see later. On the other hand, a class of frames which do have smallest cozero bases is
provided by the power sets PE for arbitrary innite sets E. It is clear that any cozero
basis A of PE must contain all singletons and hence all (at most) countable subsets
of E while regularity implies that S  S for any nite S 2 A so that A contains all
conite subsets of E; further, these subsets of E clearly form a cozero basis of PE
which is then the smallest of these.
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Our main aim in this section is to establish some connection between cozero bases
and compactications. For this we need the following description of the cozero part of
the compact regular frame RJA considered earlier for any regular -frame A.
Lemma 1. Coz(RJA) consists exactly of the countably generated regular ideals of A.
Proof. ()) For any J 2 Coz(RJA), J =W In where In  J in RJA for each natural
n, and by a familiar argument there then exist an 2 A such that In # an J for each
n, showing that J is generated by these an.
(() For J 2 RJA generated by an, n 2 !, dene cn 2 J inductively such that
c0 = a0; cn _ an+1  cn+1
and put Jn = fx 2 A j x  cng. Then J =
W
Jn while Jn  Jn+1, and this shows
J 2 Coz(RJA).
Now the desired result is:
Proposition 1. The cozero bases of a frame L are exactly the images h[CozM ] for
the compactications h :M ! L of L.
Proof. ()) h[CozM ] is clearly a cozero basis of L since CozM is such a basis of
M and onto homomorphisms obviously map cozero bases to cozero bases.
(() For any cozero basis A of L, the map j :RJA ! L by taking joins in L is a
compactication: it is a homomorphism, as the restriction to the subframe RJA of JA
of the composite of the homomorphism JA ! JL induced by the identical embedding
A ! L with the join homomorphism JL ! L, and evidently dense. Further, it is onto
because, for any a 2 A, if a = W an where an  an+1 for all n then the ideal H
generated by these an is regular and mapped to a, showing that the image of j is all
of L since it contains a generating set of L. Now H actually belongs to Coz(RJA) by
Lemma 1 so that A j[Coz(RJA)], and the reverse inclusion again holds by Lemma 1.
Remark 1. For any compactication h :M ! L of L, h[CozM ] may be described in
terms of the relation / induced by h on L such that
a / b i a= h(x) and b= h(y) for some x  y in M
as follows:
For any a 2 L; a 2 h [CozM ] i a=W an where an / an+1 for all n.
This is a consequence of the fact that (i) c 2 Coz(M) i c=W cn where cn  cn+1
for all n and (ii) a/b i h(a)  h(b) for the right adjoint h :L ! M of h (see [17]
for similar constructions).
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The merit of this is that the relations / of the above type have an internal charac-
terization: they are exactly the strong inclusions of the frame L [3], i.e. they satisfy:
(1) If x  a / b  y then x / y:
(2) / is a sublattice of L L.
(3) a / b implies a  b.
(4) If a / b then a / c / b for some c.
(5) If a / b then b / a.
(6) For each a 2 L; a=Wfx j x / ag.
Consequently, we have the corresponding internal description of cozero bases:
The cozero bases of a frame L are exactly the
A=
n
a 2 L j a=
_
an where an / an+1 for all n
o
for the strong inclusions / of L.
Remark 2. For any compactication h :M ! L, ’ :L(R)! L is said to be extendible
to M if ’ = h for some (necessarily unique)  :L(R) ! M . With this, a further
alternative to Proposition 1 is the following:
The cozero bases of a frame L are exactly the
A= fcoz(’) j’ :L(R)! L extendable to Mg
for the compactications h :M ! L of L.
This is immediate by the proposition since h(coz( ))=coz(h ) for any  :L(R)!M .
2. Coz-uniqueness
The aim of this section is to characterize the frames described by
Denition 2. A frame L is called coz-unique if Coz L is its only cozero basis.
Before this can be done some extensive ground work is required for which we need:
Denition 3. A one-point extension of a frame L is a dense onto homomorphism
h :M ! L such that there exists a maximal element s 2 M for which h induces an
isomorphism #s ! L.
We proceed with a number of technical results.
Lemma 2. If M
g!K h!N is a one-point extension of N with g onto; then g or h is
an isomorphism.
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Proof. If g is not an isomorphism there exist c<e in M such that g(c) = e, by
regularity. Further, if s 2 M is the maximal element such that
hg :M −! #s f−! N
for = () ^ s and the isomorphism f induced by hg then hg(c) = e implies c = s so
that g(s) = e and we have a factorization
M
g−!K =M −! # s g−!K:
Consequently, f = hg = h g so that f = h g and therefore (f−1h) g = id. Now h is
dense because hg is and g is onto, thus f−1h is dense and hence monic by regularity,
making g and then also h an isomorphism.
Lemma 3. If M
g−!K h−!N is onto with dense h; then a  hhgg(a) for all a 2 K .
Proof. By hypothesis, hg(hg) = id and therefore
(hhgg)hh= h(hg)(hg)h= hh:
Hence hh(x)  a implies hh(x)  hhgg(a), and since a is the join of these hh(x)
because K is regular and h is dense it follows that a  hhgg(a).
Lemma 4. If M
g!K h!N is onto; g an embedding; and h a one-point compactication;
then g is onto.
Proof. Assuming M K with identical embedding g, N = #s with dense maximal
s 2 K , and h= () ^ s, we have to prove that M = K .
As a rst step, we show that #sM . For this, note that Lemma 3 applies to
M
g!K h!N so that, in particular, s  hhg(s) and hence
s= h(s)  hg(s) = g(s) ^ s  g(s)
showing that s=g(s) and hence s 2 M . It follows that #s=h[M ]=M \#s and hence
#sM .
To show that P = fa 2 K j a  sg is also contained in M we rst prove that h
induces an isomorphism
[a; e]! [a ^ s; s]
for any a 2 P: the induced map is onto since x = (x _ a) ^ s whenever a ^ s  x  s
and codense because a  x and x ^ s= s implies
e = s _ a= s _ x = (x ^ s) _ x = x;
the rst step since a s.
Next, we use this to obtain that the map P ! M induced by h is one{one. Since P
is closed under ^ and h is order preserving it will be sucient to see that a^ s= b^ s
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[b ^ s; s]
;
and if a ^ s = b ^ s the map on the right is an isomorphism, making the map on the
left an isomorphism, which implies a= b.
Now, for any a 2 P, if
b=
_
fx 2 M j x ^ s= a ^ sg;
then the homomorphism
[b; e] \M ! [a ^ s; s]
is dense, and being clearly onto it is an isomorphism, by the regularity of M and the
compactness of [a ^ s; s] ’ [a; e] inherited from the compactness of K . It follows that
b s because s^ s= e^ s, and since a^ s= b^ s this implies a= b by the preceding
paragraph, showing that a 2 M .
Corollary. If L ! L is a one-point extension; then it is the only compactication of L.
Proof. Any compactication M ! L factors through L ! L with an embedding
M ! L.
Remark 3. We note that the compactness of K in Lemma 4 is essential; in fact, the
following type of converse holds for completely regular K :
If h :K ! N is a one-point extension such that no proper completely regular
subframe M of K is mapped onto N; then K is compact.
To see this, let f :H ! K be any compactication of K , s 2 K the maximal element
such that h induces an isomorphism #s ! N , and u=f(s). Now consider any a 2 H
such that f(a) = e. Then a  u since f(u) = s, and as u is maximal it follows that
a _ u = e, which in turn implies there exist b; c 2 H such that a _ b = e = u _ c and
b ^ c = 0 by the normality of H . Next, put v = a ^ u and M = f[Hv]. Then, for any
x  s in K , f(x) ^ v 2 Hv and f(f(x) ^ v) = x ^ s = x so that x 2 M . Hence
h[M ]=N , and as M is completely regular we have M =K by hypothesis. In particular
then, f(c) = f(d) for some d 2 Hv. Now d  v because d  v implies f(b)  s
whereas s_f(b) = e since a_ b= e; it follows that d_ v= e and therefore a_ d= e.
On the other hand, f(b ^ d) = f(b ^ c) = 0 so that b ^ d= 0 by the denseness of f
and consequently
e = (a _ b) ^ (a _ d) = a:
This shows f is codense and hence an isomorphism.
We need one further concept, given by:
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Denition 4. A homomorphism h :M ! L is called coz-faithful if hjCozM is one{one.
Note that, by the regularity of cozero parts, h :M ! L will be coz-faithful i hjCozM
is codense. Further, a Lindelocation h :M ! L is coz-faithful i it is isomorphic toW
:HA ! L for A= h[CozM ]. That the latter is coz-faithful is obvious since
Coz(HA) = f#a j a 2 Ag
for any regular -frame. Conversely, if h :M ! L is a coz-faithful Lindelocation it
induces an isomorphism CozM ! A = h[CozM ] and consequently an isomorphism











Proposition 2. The following are equivalent for any completely regular frame:
(1) L is coz-unique.
(2) L is Lindelof or L ! L is a one-point compactication.
(3) L has exactly one coz-faithful Lindelocation.
Proof. (1) ) (2): Let L be coz-unique but not Lindelof. Then the universal homo-
morphism
W
:H(Coz L)! L is not codense so that there exists H 2H(Coz L) such
that
W
H = e but e 62 H . Put
A= fa 2 Coz L j [a]H or [a] _ H = [e]g;
where [] stands for the principal ideal in Coz L generated by . This is a sub--frame of
Coz L, regular by the normality of Coz L, and generating L because c=
Wfc^s j s 2 Hg
for any c 2 Coz L while all c^s belong to A. Hence A is a coz-basis of L and therefore
A=Coz L by (1). It follows that a 2 H or [a]_H=[e] for any a 2 Coz L, making H a
maximal ideal in Coz L. The same then holds for any ideal GH of Coz L such thatW
G=e, proving G=H , and consequently
W
:H(Coz L)! L induces an isomorphism
#H ! L, making it a one-point extension of L.
To show the same for L ! L it will be sucient to prove that the homomorphism
 :RJ(Coz L) ! H(Coz L) discussed earlier is an isomorphism. Consider then any
J 2 RJ(Coz L) such that (J ) = [e] and put
M= fI 2 RJ(Coz L) j I  J \ H0 or I _ (J \ H0) = [e]g;
where H0 = (H). Then the map M! L given by join is a compactication, induc-
ing an onto homomorphism CozM ! Coz L by (1). As a result,  :RJ(Coz L) !
H(Coz L) still maps the subframe M onto H(Coz L): for any c 2 Coz L, if c =W I
for some I 2 CozM then (I) = [c] because W (I) =W I , and hence [M] contains
a generating set of H(Coz L). It follows that Lemma 3 applies to
M
i!RJ(Coz L) !H(Coz L)
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(i the identical embedding) so that, in particular,
J  (jM)i(J ):
Now, by the denition of M, i(J ) J \H0 or i(J )_ (J \H0)= [e], and the rst of
these conditions implies
J  (J \ H0) = (H0) = H0 = (H)
and hence (J )H , contradicting that (J )=[e]. It follows that the second condition
holds and therefore e 2 J , showing that  is codense and hence an isomorphism.
(2)) (3): If L is Lindelof the claim is that any coz-faithful Lindelocation h :M !
L is an isomorphism. Now, for any a 2 M such that h(a) = e, W h[(#a)\CozM)] = e




S) for some countable S (#
a)\CozM . Further W S 2 CozM , and as h is coz-faithful it follows that W S = e and
hence a= e. Thus h is codense and therefore an isomorphism.
If L is not Lindelof, let h :M ! L by any Lindelocation, coz-faithful or not. Then
M
g−!M h−!L ’ L ! L;
since the latter is a one-point extension by (2) and hence the only compactication
by the corollary of Lemma 4. It follows that Lemma 2 applies, and since h is not an
isomorphism, g is, showing that
M h!L ’ L ! L;
thus L has only one Lindelocation.
(3)) (1): For any cozero basis A of L, HA ! L is a coz-faithful Lindelocation
as already noted, hence (3) implies that HA ! L ’ H(Coz L) ! L, but then the
images of Coz(HA) and Coz(H(Coz L)) coincide, and this shows A= Coz L.
The above equivalence (1)  (2) for the special case of spatial frames is a classical
result due to Hager and Johnson [13]. One might add that the second case of (2) can
only occur for spatial L, at least if one assumes the Boolean Ultralter Theorem: this
makes L, and consequently any of its open quotients #s, spatial. On the other hand,
the above condition (3) has no spatial counterpart, as there is no Lindelof reection
for spaces, and hence is fundamentally of pointfree nature.
Given the special signicance of Boolean frames it is natural to ask how they relate
to coz-uniqueness; again assuming the Boolean Ultralter Theorem, the answer is the
following
Corollary. A Boolean frame is coz-unique i it is Lindelof.
Proof. For Boolean L, the universal compactication is
W
:JL ! L, and by the
proposition we have to show that this is never a one-point extension. Suppose then
that it were and let S L be the maximal ideal such that the join map induces an
isomorphism #S ! L. It follows from this that any maximal ideal P of L dierent
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from S must be principal, generated by the maximal element
W
P of L. Now, suppose
there are innitely many such P and consequently innitely many atoms in L. Then, for
the join a 2 L of all atoms of L, the complete atomic Boolean algebra #a has innitely
many non-principal maximal ideals each of which determines a non-principal maximal
ideal of L, contradicting the fact that S is the only such ideal of L. It follows that L has
only nitely many maximal ideals, but this makes L nite by Stone’s Representation
Theorem (a consequence of the Boolean Ultralter Theorem) and therefore
W
:JL !
L an isomorphism | a contradiction.
To augment Proposition 2 we add the following characterisation of the completely
regular frames with one-point Stone{ Cech compactication.
Proposition 3. For any completely regular frame L,
W
:RJ(Coz L)! L is a one-point
extension i
(1) L is not compact; and
(2) for any a; b 2 Coz L such that a _ b= e; "a or "b is compact.
Proof. ()) Since (1) holds trivially we only have to deal with (2). In the following,
if J is any ideal in L then J0 will be the largest regular ideal in Coz L contained in J ,
that is,
J0 = fa 2 Coz L j a  b in Coz L for some b 2 J \ Coz Lg:
Let S be the maximal regular ideal in Coz L such that
W
S=e and the join map induces
an isomorphism #S ! L. We rst prove that each "a is compact, where a is the
pseudo-complement of a 2 S. Given X "a such that WX = e, take b 2 S for which






hence H0 = (#b)0 by the properties of S, and since a 2 (#b)0 because a  b in Coz L
it follows that a  d where d 2 Coz L such that d  b ^ (x1 _    _ xn) for suitable
x1; : : : ; xn 2 X . Consequently,
e= a _ d= a _ (b ^ (x1 _    _ xn))
= (a _ b) ^ (a _ x1 _    _ xn) = x1 _    _ xn
as desired, the last step since a _ b= e and X "a.
Next we show that "a is compact for any a 2 Coz L such that (#c)0 S for some
c  a in Coz L. Take any d 2 Coz L for which c  d  a; then c  d in L,
hence d  c in L, and by familiar arguments there then exists s 2 (#c)0 such
that d  s. Now "s is compact by the hypothesis on c and since s  d  a this
makes "a compact, as claimed.
Finally, given any a; b 2 Coz L such that a _ b= e, take c  a and d  b in Coz L
for which c_d= e by the normality of Coz L. Then (#c)0 \ (#d)0 = [0], and since S
is prime in RJ(Coz L) it contains (#c)0 or (#d)0, showing that "a or "b is compact
by the preceding paragraph.
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(() Consider
P = fc 2 Coz L j "c is compactg:
We rst show this is an ideal. Clearly a  b and b 2 P implies a 2 P since b  a.
On the other hand, for any a; b 2 P; (a _ b) = a ^ b, and if X  " (a ^ b) such
that
W
X = e then
_
fa _ t j t 2 X g= e =
_
fb _ t j t 2 X g
and there exist nite F; GX for which_
fa _ u j u 2 Fg= e =
_
fb _ v j v 2 Gg;
because a; b 2 P; consequently,
e=
_
f(a _ u) ^ (b _ v) j u 2 F; v 2 Gg
=
_
f(a ^ b) _ (a ^ v) _ (u ^ b) _ (u ^ v)g 
_
(F [ G);
the last step since X  " (a ^ b). Hence " (a ^ b) is compact and thus a _ b 2 P,
showing P is indeed an ideal.
As a basic property of this ideal we note that P J for any ideal J of Coz L such
that
W
J = e: the latter implies that, for any a 2 P; a _ c = e for some c 2 J by the
compactness of "a, hence a  c and therefore a 2 J .
Now, since L is not compact by (1) there exist proper J 2 RJ (Coz L) such thatW
J = e, and consequently P J is also proper.
Next, we claim the regular ideal
Q = P0 = fa 2 Coz L j a  b for some b 2 Pg
is a maximal regular ideal. For this it suces to show it is prime in RJ(Coz L). Since
P is proper as just noted we only have to consider regular ideals I and J of Coz L
such that I \ J Q and I * Q and show that J Q. Clearly I * Q implies I * P
by the denition of Q, and we take a 2 I outside P and b 2 I such that a  b. Then
a_b=e, and since a 62 P it follows by (2) that "b is compact. On the other hand, for
any c 2 J , b^c 2 Q; hence "(b^c) is compact and consequently also " (b^(b^c)),
by an earlier argument. Now, trivially b ^ (b ^ c)  c, hence "c is compact and
therefore c 2 P. It follows that J P and then also J Q, as desired.
Using (1) once again we can now conclude that
W
Q = e: for any proper J 2
RJ(Coz L) with
W
J = e, P J as noted above, hence trivially Q J , but then Q= J
by maximality and therefore
W
Q=e. Note further that actually P=Q. Finally, the ho-
momorphism # P ! L induced by the join map is codense and hence an isomorphism,
again by the basic property of P noted earlier.
Note that this proposition is the precise extension to frames of the familiar classical
result that, for any Tychono space X , X is a one-point compactication i X is not
compact and if of any two disjoint zero-sets of X at least one is compact [9, 6J].
We close this section with the following observation which exhibits a striking dif-
ference between the ro^les of the Stone{ Cech compactication and of the universal
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Lindelocation in this context, showing that Proposition 2 cannot be augmented by a
condition analogous to (2) involving the latter.
A completely regular frame L for which HCoz L ! L is one-point need not be
coz-unique.
Take M such that  : RJ(CozM)!H(CozM) is not an isomorphism, that is, M
is not pseudocompact, and there exist maximal P 2 H(CozM) for which WP = e.
Then, for L= # P we have that
RJ(CozM)!H(CozM)!# P
is the same as
RJ(Coz L)!H(Coz L)! L;
so that L is not pseudocompact and its regular Lindelof coreection is one-point. It
follows from Proposition 2 and Lemma 2 that L is not coz-unique.
A frame M of the desired kind can be obtained from suitable spaces: if X is a
Tychono space such that X  X  X then M = OX has these properties. Since
X  X; X is not pseudocompact and consequently  : RJ(CozM)!H(CozM) is
not an isomorphism. On the other hand, the points of X correspond to the maximal
P 2H(CozM), and specically those of X n X to the P 2H(CozM) which are a
cover of X , that is, for which
W
P = e.
A space of the type in question can be described inside N as follows: Let X be the
subspace of N obtained by adjoining to N all the free ultralters on N which contain
the set Ne of even numbers except one of them, say F. Then, for the set No of odd
numbers, (X nNo)= (X nNo)[fFg, and hence X nNo is pseudocompact. It follows
that any continuous real-valued function on X extends to X [ fFg, and consequently
X  X  N= X .
3. Cozero compactications
In this section, we take a closer look at the compactications of a frame L which
are provided by the cozero bases of L, already considered in passing in the proof of
Proposition 1. To give them a name we introduce
Denition 5. A cozero compactication is a compactication isomorphic to
W
: RJA!L
for some cozero basis A of L.
Of course, any isomorphism h : M ! L ’ W : RJA ! L for a compactication
h : M ! L and some cozero basis A of L, that is, any factorization
M h−!L=M f−! RJA
_−!L;
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implies that A = h[CozM ]. On the other hand, for any arbitrary compactication h :
M ! L one has the decomposition
M h!L=M ~h!RJA _!L; A= h[CozM ]










where h is induced by the -frame homomorphism CozM ! A given by h, and the
map on the left is an isomorphism by compactness. Explicitly, ~h takes each a 2 M to
the ideal of A generated by
fh(c) j c  a; c 2 CozMg:
Of course, ~h is an embedding, as are any homomorphisms between compactications.
It follows from this that h : M ! L is a cozero compactication i ~h is an isomor-
phism, \if" being trivial and \only if" because, for any isomorphism f : M ! RJA
such that h=
W
f; ~h= f since the join map is dense and hence monic.
Of course, one obvious example of a cozero compactication is the Stone{ Cech
compactication, being
W
: RJ(Coz L)! L. One the other hand, if L is Lindelof and
hence coz-unique by Proposition 2, this is its only cozero compactication, which im-
mediately implies that many familiar compactications are not cozero compactications,
such as the compactication of O(Rn) given by the Alexandro one-point compacti-
cation of Rn. We shall see later that, quite in general, any non-compact Lindelof frame
has compactications which are not cozero compactications, that is, which dier from
the Stone{ Cech compactication (Corollary 2 of Proposition 4).
The cozero compactications are clearly a particularly suggestive and straightforward
type of compactication, and hence it makes sense to ask for which frames L every
compactication is of this kind. As an approach to answering this, we rst deal with
a related problem for which we need the following
Denition 6. For any cozero basis A of L, a compactication h : M ! L is said to be
over A if h[CozM ] = A.
With this notion, our original question can now be relativized by asking: for which
cozero basis A of L does L have (up to isomorphism) only one compactication over
A? Since the latter will then be
W
: RJA ! L by the proof of Proposition 1, it is
clear that every compactication of L is a cozero compactication i L has only one
compactication over A for each cozero basis A of L.
In order to settle the relativized question we need the following result which estab-
lishes a remarkable property of regular -frames.
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Lemma 5. For any countably generated regular ideal I in a regular -frame A; ifW
I = e then either e 2 I or there exists a proper regular ideal J  I .
Proof. Let I be generated by a sequence a0  a1  a2     and for each n take
an 2 A such that an ^ an = 0 and an+1 _ an = e, witnessing the fact that an  an+1.
Now, either there exists k such that ak ^ a‘ = 0 for all ‘  k or for each n we have
some m> 0 such that an ^ am 6= 0. The former implies that a‘  ak+1 for all ‘, hence
e = ak+1, and therefore e 2 I . In the latter case, we may assume that an ^ an+1 6= 0
for all n, by taking a suitable subsequence and relabelling, and proceed as follows in
order to construct a regular ideal J of the desired kind.








by proving that u ^ w = 0 and v _ w = e where
w = ((a2 _ a3) ^ a5) _
_
k1
(a2+6k _ a3+6k) ^ a4+6(k−1) ^ a5+6k :
To see that u ^ w = 0 we have to check that
(i)
a2+6k ^ a3+6k ^ (a2 _ a3) ^ a5 = 0
for all k, and
(ii)
a2+6k ^ a3+6k ^ (a2+6‘ _ a3+6‘) ^ a4+6(‘−1) ^ a5+6‘ = 0
for all k and all ‘  1. Regarding (i), this is trivial for k = 0 and holds for k  1
because then 5  2 + 6k and hence a5 ^ a2+6k = 0. Similarly, (ii) is trivial for k = ‘,
holds for k <‘ since it then follows that 3 + 6k  4 + 6(‘− 1), and holds for ‘<k
because this implies 5 + 6‘  2 + 6k.
To obtain v _ w = e, we put vk = a1+6k ^ a4+6k and show inductively that
v0 _    _ vn _ w  a5+6n
for all n. For this, note rst that a1 _ a2 = e = a3 _ a4 implies
v0 _ w  v0 _ ((a2 _ a3) ^ a5) = ( a1 ^ a4) _ ((a2 _ a3) ^ a5) = a5
and for all k  1 we have
() vk _ w vk _ ((a2+6k _ a3+6k) ^ a4+6(k−1) ^ a5+6k)
 (vk _ a4+6(k−1)) ^ a5+6k
since a1+6k _ a2+6k = e= a3+6k _ a4+6k . Now v0 _ w  a5 is the case for n= 0, and if
v0 _    _ vk _ w  a5+6k
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for any k then
v0 _    _ vk _ vk+1 _ w a5+6k _ vk+1 _ w
 a5+6k _ ((vk+1 _ a4+6k) ^ a5+6(k+1))  a5+6(k+1);
the rst step by () and the second since a5+6k _ a4+6k = e. This completes the proof
that u  v.
Now we show that the regular ideal
J = I _ fc 2 A j c  vg
is of the desired kind, that is I  J and e 62 J . For the rst inclusion, suppose that
I = J . Then u  an for some n, but whenever 2 + 6k  n we have a2+6k ^ an = 0 so
that u  an implies a2+6k ^ a3+6k = 0, a contradiction, showing that I  J . Concerning
the second part of the claim, note rst that
v ^ a4+6k ^ a5+6k = 0
for any k since
() a1+6‘ ^ a4+6‘ ^ a4+6k ^ a5+6k = 0
for all k and ‘, trivially if ‘  k (middle terms) and for k <‘ since this implies
5 + 6k  1 + 6‘ (outer terms). Now, if e 2 J then an _ v = e for some n, but then
() implies for any 4 + 6k  n that
a4+6k ^ a5+6k = (an _ v) ^ a4+6k ^ a5+6k
= an ^ a4+6k ^ a5+6k = 0;
a contradiction.
Remark. Obviously, this lemma can be paraphrased by saying: In any regular -frame,
a countably generated regular ideal with join e cannot be a maximal regular ideal.
Now, we have
Proposition 4. For any cozero basis A of a frame L; L has only one compactication
over A i A is compact.
Proof. (() For any compactication h : M ! L over A, the induced homomorphism
CozM ! A is an isomorphism by compactness (which makes it codense) so that the
corresponding h : RJ(CozM)! RJA and hence the comparison map ~h : M ! RJA
is an isomorphism.
()) For any cozero basis A of this kind, let I A be any countably generated
regular ideal for which
W
I = e and consider the regular subframe
M= fH 2 RJA jH  I or H _ I = [e]g
of RJA. We claim that the compactication
W
: M ! L is still over A. Trivially,
CozMCoz(RJA) and hence CozM is mapped into A. On the other hand, any
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J 2 Coz(RJA) is countably generated by Lemma 1, hence J \I is countably generated
as I is, and it readily follows from this that J \ I 2 CozM; this shows CozM is
mapped onto A because
W
(J \ I) =W J . As a consequence M= RJA by the present
hypothesis, implying that I is either maximal or equal to [e], and since Lemma 5
excludes the former we have I = [e]. It follows by Lemma 1 that the homomorphismW
: RJA ! L is codense on Coz(RJA), inducing an isomorphism with A, and this
shows A is compact.
Remark. Obviously, any cozero basis of a frame L contained in some compact cozero
basis of L is itself compact. On the other hand, there are simple examples of frames
for which some cozero bases are compact while others are not, such as the power sets
PE for uncountable E: as noted in Section 1, the countable and the conite subsets of
E form a cozero basis of PE, evidently compact, which Coz(PE) =PE, as -frame,
is clearly not.
Now the answer to our original question is given by
Proposition 5. The following are equivalent for any completely regular frame L :
(1) All compactications of L are cozero compactications.
(2) L has only one compactication over Coz L.
(3) L is pseudocompact.
Proof. (1)) (2). Trivial.
(2) ) (3). By Proposition 3, Coz L is compact and hence pseudocompact (Sect-
ion 0).
(3) ) (1). Coz L is compact (Section 0), hence every cozero basis A of L is
compact, and by Proposition 3 this means L has only one compactication over A for
every cozero basis A, which is exactly (1) as noted already.
Corollary 1. If L has only one compactication it is pseudocompact.
Proof. Trivially, all compactications are cozero compactications here.
Corollary 2. Any Lindelof frame which has only one compactication is compact.
Proof. Any pseudocompact Lindelof frame is compact (Section 0).
For the following, we need the Boolean Ultralter Theorem.
Corollary 3. All compactications of a Boolean frame L are cozero compactications
if and only if it is nite.
Proof. For the nontrivial ()), since L is pseudocompact L = Coz L is compact; it
follows that every ideal of L is principal which implies that (i) L has only nitely
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many atoms and (ii) every a<e is below some maximal element. Now, (ii) makes L
atomic, by Booleanness, and then nite because of (i).
Corollary 2 has the following interesting application to regular -frames.
Corollary 4. Any regular -frame which has only one compactication is compact.
Proof. In the equivalence between the categories RFrm and LRFrm given by the
functors H and Coz (Section 0), compact objects correspond to compact objects and
dense maps to dense maps. Further, onto maps correspond to onto maps | which
is obvious for H and can be seen for Coz as follows: if h : M ! L is an onto
homomorphism between Lindelof frames and a 2 CozL then a = h(b) for some b 2
M , hence also
a=
_
fh(c) j c  b; c 2 CozMg
and since L is Lindelof a = h(d) where d 2 CozM is a join of countably many c 
b in CozM . It now follows that a regular -frame A has only one compactication i
the frame HA has only one compactication i HA is compact (Corollary 2) i A is
compact.
Remark. It should be pointed out that this corollary can equally well be obtained
without the category equivalence used above, by a direct argument based on Lemma 5
in the style of the ()) part of the proof of Proposition 3, but in the present setting
the above proof seems preferable.
In closing, we mention another, seemingly unrelated, result concerning regular
-frames in which one also concludes compactness. For this, recall that in any frame
L an element c is called connected if c=a_b and a^b=0 implies a=0 or b=0, and
that L is called locally connected whenever each element of L is a join of connected
elements. Then the result in question is:
Any regular -frame A for which RJA is locally connected is compact.
This follows from the results of Baboolal{Banaschewski [1] that a completely regular
frame L is pseudocompact whenever L is locally connected: apply this to L =HA
whose Stone{ Cech compactication is  : RJA ! HA (Section 0), noting that A ’
Coz(HA) and hence HA is pseudocompact i A is compact.
There is some kind of link between this and the above Corollary 4: the proof of
our crucial Lemma 5 and the relevant proof in [1] are based on essentially the same
argument.
4. The nitary variant
Noting that an element a in a bounded distributive lattice is a join of nitely many
x  a i a  a and hence i it is complemented, one may view the Boolean algebras
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as nitary versions of regular -frames and accordingly replace the cozero part CozL
in the considerations of the previous sections by CL, the Boolean part of L, that is,
the Boolean algebra of complemented elements of L.
Of course, as in the previous case, it is then natural to restrict oneself to certain
frames which, in the present setting, are those that are generated by their Boolean parts
| in other words: the zero-dimensional frames.
The relevant concept here is then given by:
Denition 7. For any zero-dimensional frame L; a c-basis of L is a Boolean subalgebra
of CL which generates L.
As before, there is a connection with compactications but of course these have to
be zero-dimensional for present purposes. Thus we have
Proposition 6. The c-bases of a zero-dimensional frame are exactly the images h[CM ]
for the zero-dimensional compactications h : M ! L of L.
Proof. The non-trivial part of this follows from the fact that, for any c-basis A of L,
taking joins in L denes a zero-dimensional compactication j : JA ! L while the
Boolean part of JA consists exactly of the principal ideals of A.
For the following recall that, in perfect analogy with completely regular frames, there
is a universal zero-dimensional compactication for zero-dimensional frames, given byW
: J(CL)! L, also denoted L ! L [2]. The counterpart of Proposition 2 is now
Proposition 7. The following are equivalent for a zero-dimensional frame L:
(1) L has exactly one c-basis.
(2) L is compact or L ! L is a one-point compactication.
(3) L has exactly one zero-dimensional compactication.
Proof. (1)) (2): Take L not compact so that W : J(CL)! L is not an isomorphism
and consider any H 2 J(CL) such that WH = e but e 62 H . Then one easily checks
that
A= fa 2 CLj[a]H or [a] _ H = [e]g
(where [  ] stands for the principal ideal in CL generated by ) is a Boolean subalgebra
of CL which generates L because c =
Wfc ^ xjx 2 Hg for any c 2 CL. Hence (1)
implies that A= CL, making H a maximal ideal in CL, and as in the earlier case this
makes
W
: J(CL)! L a one-point extension of L.
(2)) (3): If L is compact, id: L ! L is its only zero-dimensional compactication.
On the other hand, if L ! L is one-point and f : M ! L any zero-dimensional
compactication then
M
f!L=M g! L ! L
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with an embedding g by the universality property of L ! L, and by Lemma 4 g is
an isomorphism, showing that L ! L is the only zero-dimensional compactication
of L.
(3) ) (1): For any c-basis A of L, JA ! L ’ J(CL) ! L by (3), hence the
images of C(JA) and C(J(CL)) are the same and thus A= CL.
Concerning Boolean frames, which also fall under the present discourse, we have
the following noteworthy counterpart of the corollary of Proposition 2 (again assuming
the Boolean Ultralter Theorem):
Corollary. A Boolean frame L has exactly one c-basis i it is nite.
Proof. We only deal with the non-trivial ()). By the proposition, L is either compact
or L ! L is a one-point extension, but the latter is here the same as the universal
compactication, and the proof of the corollary of Proposition 2 showed this cannot
be a one-point extension. Hence L is compact and consequently nite, as shown in the
proof of Corollary 3 of Proposition 4.
In analogy with Proposition 3, the non-compact L in Proposition 7 have the following
elegant characterization.
Proposition 8. For any zero-dimensional frame L, L ! L is a one-point extension
i
(1) L is not compact; and
(2) for any a 2 CL; a or a is compact.
Proof. ()) Since L is trivially not compact we only need to show (2). Let S be the
maximal ideal of CL for which
W
: J(CL) ! L induces an isomorphism # S ! L.
Then a 2 S is compact. If a =WX for any X L we may assume that X CL, and
for the ideal J of CL generated by fa^x j x 2 X g we then have W J =a=W [a]; hence
J = [a] by the properties of S and consequently a = a ^ (x1 _    _ xn) for suitable
x1; : : : ; xn 2 X , as desired. Now, (2) follows immediately since a 2 S or a 2 S for
any a 2 CL by the maximality of S.
(() The ideal P of CL consisting of all compact elements of CL is trivially contained
in any ideal J of CL such that
W
J = e. Now by (1), there exist proper J of this kind
so that P is proper. Further, it is maximal by (2) and hence equal to any proper ideal
J for which
W
J = e. It follows that
W
P= e, and the homomorphism # P ! L induced
by the join map is codense and therefore an isomorphism.
Concerning the existence of zero-dimensional frames L for which L ! L is a
one-point extension we note that, for any non-compact zero-dimensional frame M ,
if P 2 J(CM) is maximal and WP = e in M then L= # PJ(CM) is of this
type { for simple categorical reasons. Another question regarding the zero-dimensional
L with one-point extensions L ! L is whether this condition forces the stronger
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one that L ! L is a one-point extension. It turns out this is not the case; in
fact, any zero-dimensional Hausdor space whose Stone{ Cech compactication is not
zero-dimensional (which are known to exist, such as a familiar example due to Dowker)
can be used to supply a counterexample. We omit the details.
In closing we note that the topic considered in Section 3 essentially disappears in
the present setting: Any zero-dimensional compactication h : M ! L is isomorphic toW
: JA ! L for A = h[CM ] because it embeds CM into CL | it is dense and any
dense homomorphism of Boolean algebras is one-one.
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